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SUMMARY:
... Its main system, multilateralism, has recently been clogged by viscous trade barriers created by a proliferation of
bilateral, regional trading blocs. ... It is the contention of this article that the current proliferation of regional trade
agreements ("RTAs") has disrupted the original equilibrium between multilateralism (globalism) and regionalism that
was established in the 1940s under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT"). ... Since these RTAs are
preferential and discriminatory by nature, their unchecked multiplication seriously fragments world trade by attacking
the Most-Favored-Nation ("MFN") principle, which is the backbone of the multilateral trading system. ... First, a
tripartite telos of the modern multilateral trading system: free trade, regulatory harmonization, and development is
adopted as an investigatory criterion. ... Finally, Part V concludes that the defragmentation of world trade would result
in a "federalistic" reconfiguration of regional trading blocs in the constitutional terrain of the multilateral trading
system. ... Unilateralism, in this article, refers to the persistent departure of the United States from an MFN-based
multilateral trading forum in favor of a preferential bilateral (regional) trade deal. ... Regionalism will retain a place in
the global trading system, but it must not compromise the telos of the multilateral trading system, which encompasses
trade liberalization, global regulation, and development. ...
TEXT:
[*40]
I. INTRODUCTION: THE "SPAGHETTI BOWL" CRISIS
The global trading community is in a state of deep crisis. Its main system, multilateralism, has recently been clogged by
viscous trade barriers created by a proliferation of bilateral, regional trading blocs. Globalization offers a worldwide
"production value chain" which enables even small economies to take part in the global commerce by offering raw
materials or labor. In fact, small economies hold a comparative advantage at certain stages of the international
manufacturing process. n1 However, the current pattern of regional trading blocs militates against such participation by
erecting new barriers against non-members and thus compartmentalizing the global market. n2 This is not what
globalization and free trade are meant to be.
It is the contention of this article that the current proliferation of regional trade agreements ("RTAs") n3 has
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disrupted the original equilibrium between multilateralism (globalism) and regionalism that was established in the
1940s under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT"). n4 In the absence of such equilibrium, world trade
becomes fragmented. Such fragmentation ultimately impedes the fulfillment of the raison d'etre of the World Trade
Organization ("WTO"): the simultaneous promotion of free trade, adequate regulation, and development. n5 To remedy
this crisis, the previous equilibrium must be restored by defragmenting world trade through both institutional and
judicial strategies.
More RTAs have been created under the WTO, which has existed for a little over a decade, than were created
during the half-century existence of [*41] GATT, its predecessor. n6 Nowadays, more than half of all global trade is
performed within these blocs. n7 Since these RTAs are preferential and discriminatory by nature, their unchecked
multiplication seriously fragments world trade by attacking the Most-Favored-Nation ("MFN") principle, which is the
backbone of the multilateral trading system. Moreover, those RTAs tend to hijack the current WTO Doha Round
negotiation by depriving poorer WTO Members of deserved attention and limited resources. n8
Granted, RTAs are not entirely without merits. They can complement the multilateral trading system. In fact,
Article XXIV of GATT endorses them as a facilitator of international trade. n9 One might reasonably speculate that
because regional blocs have far fewer participants than the WTO (at nearly 150 members and counting), bloc members
can engage in more flexible and effective negotiations on trade liberalization. n10 Also, with smaller numbers of
members, RTAs might experiment with various regulatory standards. n11 These merits are conceivable as long as the
complementarity test is met under GATT Article XXIV, and therefore the original equilibrium between regionalism and
globalism is maintained.
However, the current form of regionalism, which may be termed "Neo-Regionalism" for its characteristically
unprecedented ubiquity and intensity, [*42] is in fact replacing, not complementing, the multilateral trading system.
Regional trading blocs have become the "standard" of international trade, not the complementary vehicle. n12
Therefore, the original equilibrium between regionalism and multilateralism has been broken, and this broken
equilibrium has in turn brought critical consequences to the global trading system.
First of all, the "spaghetti bowl" of mushrooming mercantilist blocs under Neo-Regionalism ultimately results in
Least-Favored Nation treatment superseding the Most-Favored-Nation principle of multilateralism in the global context.
n13 While those blocs may facilitate intra-bloc trade, they stress the global trade by raising new barriers to extra-bloc
trade and disassociating a bloc from the rest of the world due to its preferential nature. Moreover, in many cases even
intra-trade liberalization remains limited because certain sectors are insulated from open trade. These sectors are often
simply excluded from the coverage of RTAs or otherwise protected through complicated rules of origin. Thus, RTAs
tend to "institutionalize" protectionism. n14
A recent surge of RTAs also precipitates regulatory failure. Many social charters in RTAs are not only inconsistent
with WTO norms but also cause regulatory gridlock in the global context. n15 Certain recent bilateral deals have
managed to dilute the multilateral disciplines on public health by inserting WTO-plus provisions on trade and
intellectual property rights. n16 In addition, such regulatory heterogeneity itself is a serious trade barrier. Multiple
regulations over the same subject matter are simply at odds with the globalized production system. A patchwork of
regulatory regimes increases transaction costs for global business.
Finally, those RTAs between the rich and the poor under which the former plays a hub and the latter a spoke may
bring developmentally negative consequences to the latter. These hub-and-spoke model RTAs tend to serve the
economic interests of the hub to the detriment of the spoke, especially when sensitive products on which the spokes
hold comparative advantages are excluded from the coverage of these RTAs. A recent World Bank report warns that
bilateral trade deals decrease the wealth of most poor countries, while a multilateral trading agreement could enrich both
rich and poor nations. n17 A simulation in the report demonstrates that if all developing countries sign bilateral trade
agreements with developed countries, low income countries' real income would actually [*43] shrink by 1.0% over the
next decade. n18
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Admittedly, RTAs are often suffused with political considerations that may prevail over the aforementioned
concerns of economic policy. n19 Under such non-economic considerations, GATT Article XXIV could serve trading
nations' political needs for regionalism and thus demonstrate its "political savvy." n20 However, history eloquently
attests that attempts to rationalize regionalism based on political contemplation are fatally flawed. The current
Neo-Regionalism is reminiscent of the interwar prevalence of regionalism over multilateralism. In the 1930s, regional
trading blocs were mobilized for cut-throat mercantilist competition, which shrunk world trade nearly 70% and further
deepened the Great Depression worldwide. n21 This regionalism-cum-mercantilism eventually contributed to the
outbreak of World War II ("WWII"). n22
Seventy years later, the United States and the European Union are reenacting their interwar mercantile rivalry by
rushing to form preferential blocs (European Union and Free Trade Agreement of the Americas), rather than pursuing
multilateral trade liberalization. n23 Paul Krugman has observed that an even worse outcome for the multilateral trading
system could occur should a third East Asian bloc emerge and further fragment the [*44] global trading system. n24
To that extent, the specter of a return to the destructive regionalism of the Thirties remains.
Against this backdrop, this article serves two purposes. First, it aims to amplify the chorus of alarms emanating
from a number of sources, including the recent WTO Consultative Board ("CB") Report. n25 The article is a timely
effort to raise the warning level about the damaging effects of regionalist fragmentation on the global trading system.
Second, this article endeavors to overcome some of the shortcomings of the existing literature in this field. Most studies
of regionalism have been rather case specific, focusing on individual RTAs, such as the North American Free Trade
Agreement ("NAFTA"), and the Southern Common Market ("MERCOSUR") and the European Union. n26 A
consolidated balance sheet of regionalism and multilateralism does not appear in any of these case specific studies.
Furthermore, much of the existing literature has been written by economists. n27 Although economic analysis may
supply an empirical basis for the understanding of RTAs, n28 it generally fails to provide legal analysis [*45]
anchored by the purpose and objective of the multilateral trading system. Just as the integrationist telos of the WTO
serves as an ultimate hermeneutical criterion for the interpretation of various trade rules, n29 it can offer a normative
litmus test with which to assess the negative effects of fragmentation which Neo-Regionalism may inflict on
multilateralism. In this regard, this article highlights certain teleological failures caused by regionalist fragmentation and
proposes both institutional and judicial means to defragment world trade.
Part II begins by highlighting the paradoxical nature of regional blocs: their effect may be centripetal, i.e.,
integrating, among their members, but centrifugal, i.e., disintegrating, to non-members. It then documents how the
original equilibrium between these regional blocs and the multilateral trading system has been broken under current
manifestations of Neo-Regionalism.
Part III builds on this background by probing the damages in which the broken equilibrium results, i.e., regionalist
fragmentation. First, a tripartite telos of the modern multilateral trading system: free trade, regulatory harmonization,
and development is adopted as an investigatory criterion. This criterion is then applied to the current regional trading
blocs in order to confirm that these blocs hinder and impede the fulfillment of the tripartite telos.
A wholesale elimination of regional trading blocs is neither a realistic nor a desirable option. RTAs die hard for
political reasons and are also useful under certain circumstances. Therefore, the only solution for the WTO is to restore
the original equilibrium of complementarity by defragmenting the status quo, i.e., multilateralizing the current
configuration of RTAs. In this vein, Part IV suggests two defragmenting strategies. The first strategy features various
"institutional" reforms, such as an "open regionalism" under which regional trade liberalization can be shared with
non-members, regulatory convergence under the WTO and through international standards, and a monitoring
mechanism for RTAs. The second strategy recognizes that institutional reforms require a certain degree of political
support that is not necessarily in existence at the present time. In fact, political needs for regionalism may resist such
reforms. Under these circumstances, both regional and WTO tribunals can contribute to defragmentation of world trade
through judicial intervention to steer regional trade policies in the firm direction of multilateralism. For instance,
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regional trade tribunals may interpret RTA texts in a way that is consistent [*46] with the WTO Agreement under a
constructive hermeneutics analogous to the Charming Betsy doctrine. n30
Finally, Part V concludes that the defragmentation of world trade would result in a "federalistic" reconfiguration of
regional trading blocs in the constitutional terrain of the multilateral trading system. This federalistic order derives not
merely from an economic formula of a Vinerian test, but more from the very telos of the multilateral trading system,
i.e., an "integrated, more viable, and durable" system, n31 under which the tripartite mission of trade, regulation, and
development is implemented.
II. THE EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN REGIONALISM AND GLOBALISM
A. The Disintegrationist Nature of Regionalism
Regionalism, on account of its inward looking nature, exhibits disintegrationist features vis-a-vis the rest of the world
in its design as well as its operation. Although a regionalist project, be it a free trade area or a customs union, is driven
by an integrationist ethos in a regional dimension, it is eventually disintegrationist in the sense that it discriminates
against those non-members excluded from such a project. In other words, the parochial bond among RTA members,
which is backed by exclusive trade preferences, not only distances these members from non-members, but also brews
tensions between members. History provides empirical confirmations of this preposition.
In Europe, regionalist projects often assumed a nation building mission. For instance, the Deutscher Zollverein, one
of the earliest regional initiatives, established a customs union among eighteen small German states in 1834. n32 In
1871, it expanded to include Alsace-Lorraine. n33 With the encouragement of Prussian leadership under Chancellor
Otto von Bismarck, the Deutscher Zollverein became an underpinning of the Deutsches Reich. n34 Although these
regional integration projects contributed greatly to the emergence of nation states, their exclusive and mercantilist
nature concurrently split Europe and subsequently pitted one against another in the colonialist competition, which
climaxed into World War I ("WWI"). n35 Fierce rivalry among European imperialist powers, which [*47] precipitated
the "Scramble for Africa," is considered as one of the main culprits behind the outbreak of WWI. n36
However, old habits die hard. After an evanescent globalism after WWI, the world once again fell to the destructive
pattern of regionalism. During the interwar period, major powers, such as the United Kingdom, France, and the United
States, competitively formed preferential trading blocs, which some argue contributed to the deepening of the Great
Depression, n37 together with the notorious Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930. n38 The interwar global economic
balkanization eventually split the world into haves, such as the United States and the United Kingdom, and have-nots,
such as Germany, Italy, and Japan, which formed an "Axis" among themselves. n39 This series of unfortunate events
contributed to the outbreak of WWII. n40 It was not until the end of WWII that nations realized how damaging
regionalism can be. This realization was reflected in the creation of GATT, a multilateral architecture of the
international trade system, and in particular, GATT Article XXIV.
B. The Original Equilibrium between Regionalism and Globalism under GATT Article XXIV
Although regionalism was widely condemned as one of the major contributing factors to two tragic wars in the
twentieth century, its political resiliency was still salient even after the end of WWII. For instance, the United Kingdom
wished to sustain the pre-war "Commonwealth preferences" despite the U.S. master globalization plan. n41 Moreover,
although many former colonies began to become independent in the post-war milieu, both former colonizers and
colonies maintained their strong bonds, particularly in economic relationships. n42 Even the United States saw the need
to foster a strategic regionalism in Europe in order to reconstruct the continent and check the expansionist Soviet
communist regime. n43 [*48] Those varying strategic calculations left an indelible relic of regionalism in the post-war
architecture of the global trading system.
Against this backdrop, GATT Article XXIV n44 was provided as a compromise between globalist ideals and
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regionalist realities. The Article endorses the formation of free trade areas and customs unions, as long as they would
"facilitate," not undermine, global trade. n45 This equilibrium enabled by GATT's conciliatory stance on regionalism
was justified on economic grounds. In his seminal work, The Customs Union Issue, Jacob Viner introduced two
different economic effects of regional trading blocs: an integrationist, centripetal effect (trade creation) and a
disintegrationist, centrifugal effect (trade diversion). n46 Viner implied that RTAs might be desirable, as long as the
trade creating effect is more influential than the trade diverging one. n47
The structure of GATT Article XXIV echoes Viner's insight. Paragraph 4 of the Article, while acknowledging the
"desirability of increasing freedom of trade by the development, through voluntary agreements, of closer integration,"
nonetheless emphasized that RTAs should "facilitate trade between the constituent territories and not to raise barriers to
the trade of other contracting parties with such territories." n48 In this line, the Article stipulated internal (Paragraph 8),
external (Paragraph 5), and procedural (Paragraph 7) requirements that any RTA should meet to be permitted under
GATT. Paragraph 8 provides that "substantially all the trade" between/among the constituent territories should be
liberalized. n49 Paragraph 5 provides that post-formation incidences of duties and other [*49] trade restrictions
vis-a-vis non-members should not be higher than those at the preformation stage. Paragraph 7 provides that GATT
should be promptly notified of any plan to launch an RTA for the sake of transparency and further deliberation. To the
extent that RTAs satisfy all of these requirements, they are deemed "building blocks," and not "stumbling blocks" to the
multilateral trading system. n50 Therefore, the original equilibrium struck between RTAs (regionalism) and GATT
(globalism) is that the former are supposed to "complement but cannot substitute" the latter. n51
C. The Equilibrium Maintained: Regionalism under GATT (1947-1994)
Early records of post-war regionalism were hardly impressive in economic terms. n52 Over-politicized rhetoric,
ranging from anti-colonialism in Latin America to security alliances in South East Asia, prevailed over economic
rationale in the Sixties and Seventies. n53 RTAs such as the Latin American Free Trade Association ("LAFTA"), n54
the North Atlantic Free Trade Area, n55 and the Association of South East Asian Nations ("ASEAN"), n56 which were
created against this political backdrop, [*50] demonstrated little economic success. n57 In Latin America, ideological
narratives were more controlling in shaping the contour of regionalism. n58 In Asia, the Cold War paternalism by the
United States, together with other sociocultural factors, discouraged regional economies from forming formal RTAs.
n59 The European Community ("E.C.") certainly stands as an [*51] exception to this general trend. The E.C. project
flourished as its internal market was gradually integrated and subsequently revitalized Member States' economies. n60
Overall, until the Eighties, regionalist activities were spasmodic, at least in the economic sense.
However, the shaky progress of the Uruguay Round ("UR") negotiations in the late Eighties began to stir up
regionalist sentiments worldwide. In North America, the United States departed from its long-standing multilateralist
commitment by forming regional trading blocs with neighboring trading partners. It first entered into the U.S.-Canada
Free Trade Agreement ("CUSFTA"), n61 which was subsequently expanded to include Mexico and renamed NAFTA.
n62 In South America, another [*52] prominent regional coalition emerged. In 1994, Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and
Uruguay signed the Treaty of Ouro Preto to form MERCOSUR. n63
In Europe, the community building process of the E.C. was intensified by a series of bold projects, such as the
"Single European Act" (1986), which subsequently paved the way to the European Union via the Treaty of Maastricht
(1992). n64 Although a more economically integrated Europe might be desirable for its Member States, the European
Union earned the derisive tag of the "Fortress" because of the difficulties that non-members had in accessing the
European markets. n65 Even among Member States, such an ambitious scale and pace of integration was not
uncontroversial. Margaret Thatcher, the then British Prime Minister, expressed Euro-skepticism based on her liberal
faith that increased interventionism and corporatism on a European scale would be damaging to economic welfare of
individual Member States. n66
The Asian-Pacific response to the Fortress Europe was the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation ("APEC"). In 1989,
Australian Prime Minister Robert Hawke proposed forming an economic cooperation forum in the Asia Pacific region,
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modeled after the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ("OECD"). n67 The subtle political
message [*53] to the global trading community was that the Asia Pacific region might transform itself into another
regional trading bloc like the E.C. and NAFTA, if the UR negotiation collapsed. n68
Although regionalism became a more salient phenomenon during the Eighties, it did not deter the launch of the
long-awaited multilateral trade organization, the WTO. Regional options at that time functioned mostly as an "insurance
policy" in the event of failure of the multilateral trade negotiations. n69 Furthermore, as was seen in the case of APEC,
certain regional initiatives espoused the WTO's multilateral agenda, thereby aiding in its creation. n70 In sum, the
original equilibrium between regionalism and globalism envisioned under GATT was maintained.
D. The Equilibrium Broken: Neo-Regionalism (1995-Present)
The long-held equilibrium between regionalism and globalism has recently been broken. Regionalism has now begun
to impact the multilateral trading system in unprecedented ways that are clearly distinguishable from past trends. Recent
symptoms of the broken equilibrium may be captured by the label of "Neo-Regionalism," which is [*54] characterized
by an intense proliferation and profligacy of regional trading blocs. n71 More RTAs have been created during a decade
under the WTO than during the half-century existence of GATT. Out of 300 RTAs extant as of October 2004, 176
RTAs were created since the launch of the WTO in 1995. n72 The WTO Secretariat aptly epitomized this trend:

The number of regional trade agreements (RTAs) being negotiated has increased exponentially and their scope as well
as their geographical reach have both broadened and expanded. The resilience of this trend is likely to intensify further
as the few remaining countries traditionally favouring multilateral-only trade liberalization have initiated - or are
actively considering - negotiations of several RTAs. n73
More alarming than the sheer increase in the number of RTAs is the fact that the new RTAs are unaffected by the
WTO-compatibility test under GATT Article XXIV. The apparently draconian GATT Article XXIV has proven to be a
paper tiger. Very few RTAs have undergone serious scrutiny under the Article, nor has a single RTA been rejected
under the Article. The WTO Committee on Regional Trade Agreements ("CRTA"), whose function is to determine
whether an RTA satisfies all the requirements under the Article, has been quite ineffective in providing any meaningful
discipline or practical guidelines. n74 Under Neo-Regionalism, the CRTA often fails to issue even a "factual
examination" report over a certain RTA in question. n75 Both the Article's ambiguous language and the political
priority placed on forming RTAs have contributed to this lack of legal discipline. n76 This "legal vacuum" has allowed
the rapid unchecked increase of RTAs.
Certain analytical tools may help further understanding of the decisive political dynamics behind the broken
equilibrium between globalism and regionalism. The first tool is the "Unilateralist" lens, which symbolizes the recent
U.S. penchant for bilateralism over multilateralism. n77 The second [*55] tool is the "Reactionary" lens, which
signifies reactions to such Unilateralism by the U.S. trading partners. The third tool is the "Expansionist" lens, which
describes pre-existing RTAs' desires to expand membership.
Unilateralism, in this article, refers to the persistent departure of the United States from an MFN-based multilateral
trading forum in favor of a preferential bilateral (regional) trade deal. In fact, such de-multilateralization began during
the period of the old GATT. Jagdish Bhagwati aptly criticized the United States "FTA-cum-301 selfish hegemon
strategy," under which the United States acts as a hub that wrings advantageous terms from its bilateral free trade
agreement ("FTA") spokes through aggressive unilateralism. n78 For example, under NAFTA, the United States
extracted advantageous terms from Mexico in a "one-on-one" bargain on intellectual property protection. n79
Yet, what differentiates Neo-Regionalism from the NAFTA phenomenon is the level of intensity in the regionalist
policy of the United States. In recent years, the United States has been relentless in its pursuit of an unprecedented
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number of bilateral trade deals. The United States has already completed bilateral FTA deals with Jordan (October 24,
2000), Singapore (May 6, 2003), Chile (June 6, 2003), Australia (May 18, 2004), Central American countries (the
Central American Free Trade Agreement ("CAFTA") includes Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua) (May 28, 2004), Morocco (June 15, 2004), and Bahrain (September 14, 2004).
The United States is currently negotiating similar deals with Panama, Andean countries (Peru, Colombia, Bolivia, and
Ecuador), Malaysia, Oman, Korea, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, and the Southern African Customs Union
("SACU") members. n80 The United States proclaimed its bilateralist bias when it expressed its frustration at the
collapse of the WTO Ministerial Conference held in Cancun in September 2003. The U.S. Trade Representative
("USTR") Robert Zoellick announced that the United States would pursue bilateral trade agreements with "can do"
countries, leaving behind "won't do" [*56] countries. n81 In the same context, U.S. Senator Charles Grassley,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, proclaimed that the United States has a lot of "options" including bilateral
trade negotiations. n82
Recent U.S. unilateralist trade policies have provoked reactionary moves among its trading partners, especially in
East Asian countries. This brings us to the second analytical tool: the "Reactionary" lens. Heads of East Asian
economies have recently announced a number of ambitious blueprints for bilateral or sub-regional trade agreements.
Some of these agreements have been concluded and have already borne fruit. n83 Even Japan and Korea, which were
traditionally called "Friends of GATT Article I (MFN)," n84 departed from their long-standing tradition of having no
RTAs by signing an FTA with Singapore on January 13, 2002, n85 and with Chile on February 15, 2003. n86 Under the
alleged "domino effect," n87 ASEAN has also been active in creating sub-regional trade agreements with Northeast
Asian trading partners ("ASEAN plus Three") as well as with Australia and New Zealand ("ASEAN-AUS/NZ"), and
with China ("ASEAN-China"). n88
While motivations behind this unparalleled regionalist zeal in East Asia vary, including a centripetal posture after
the recent financial crisis, n89 and the emergence of China as a new economic superpower, n90 defensive [*57]
reactions to the FTA policies of the United States are still a critical factor. n91 The United States' recent aggressive
bilateral/regional drive worldwide has put East Asian trading partners in a protective position. These countries are left
few other options but to follow suit - without considering the long-term costs and benefits - merely to avoid getting left
behind. One Asian commentator warned that "China hasn't replaced the [United States]. But it's eating away at
America's influence. This is going to keep happening unless Washington changes its ways." n92 This "reactionary
regionalism" n93 among East Asian trading nations is reminiscent of a futile proposal in the early Nineties by
Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad to create an "East Asia Economic Grouping" ("EAEG") or an "East Asia
Economic Caucus" ("EAEC"). n94 Although this emerging regionalism in East Asia may have been merely reactionary,
it still impacts multilateralism negatively. The unenthusiastic participation in the recent WTO Hong Kong Ministerial
Conference by major East Asian nations, such as China, Japan, and Korea, might be connected to the contemporary
regionalist distraction in this region. n95
The third analytical tool is an "Expansionist" lens. One characteristic feature of Neo-Regionalism is its
ever-expanding geographical reach. Pre- [*58] existing RTAs tend to become mega-RTAs by adding new members
(e.g., E.U. enlargement) or by merging with other RTAs n96 (e.g., Free Trade Agreement of the Americas ("FTAA"),
n97 E.U.-MERCOSUR FTA). n98 Interestingly, however, such ambitious expansionist initiatives have exposed ironic
limitations of the regionalist approach. Unlike simpler bilateral FTA projects, it has become harder to coordinate
conflicting interests among an increased number of members under mega-RTAs.
For instance, there has been a good deal of internal conflict within the enlarged European Union over the new
service directive, which is mainly due to old (developed) members' lukewarm attitudes toward new (developing)
members' cost advantages in low-skilled labor in the service sector. n99 In another instance, the refusal of the United
States and European Union to decrease farm subsidies stalemated the current FTAA initiative and the
E.U.-MERCOSUR FTA deal, respectively. It appears that the big players are reluctant to make any concessions in
agricultural protection to fellow RTA members for strategic reasons - in particular, to save bargaining chips for the
WTO Doha Round negotiations. n100
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In sum, Neo-Regionalism, which differs from regionalism under GATT in its intensity and profligacy, is
characterized by the Unilateralist departure of the United States from the multilateral trade forum; a Reactionary
emulation among the trading partners of the United States, especially East Asian nations, and the counterproductive
Expansionist zeal of pre-existing RTAs.
[*59]
III. ASSESSING THE BROKEN EQUILIBRIUM: THE FRAGMENTATION OF WORLD TRADE
A. Methodology of Investigation
1. The Telos of World Trade as an Investigatory Criterion
Assessing the impact of the broken equilibrium between regionalism and globalism, i.e., regionalist fragmentation, is a
daunting task, especially when such a task is grounded on an "empirical" investigation. Trade statistics and other
information on RTAs are often difficult to collect. n101 Even if the data were available, different interpretations of the
same data could lead to different assessments of RTAs. Perhaps the inconsistency in interpreting data attests to
economists' diverging views on regionalism. n102 Yet, a more serious caveat of conducting an empirical study would
be its incapability in showing the cumulative, interrelated effects of existing RTAs on world trade.
This article does not pursue an empirical approach to analyzing the effect of regionalism on world trade. Instead, it
adopts a "normative" methodology that predicates its assessment on the very objective and purpose (telos) of the
multilateral trading system. The telos not only functions as a decisive means of interpreting trade rules, but it is also a
criterion with which to appraise the normativity of various trade (or trade related) phenomena, such as regionalism, and
their effects. However, the WTO's telos is dynamic and evolving; therefore, understanding the telos of the multilateral
trading system necessitates a review of the system's institutional transformation throughout its history.
2. The Tripartite Telos from Three Constitutional Moments
The first constitutional moment of the modern multilateral trading system was the creation of GATT in 1947. GATT
was one of the pillars of the Bretton Woods arrangement developed by the Allies as a post-war international economic
order. GATT incorporated painful lessons learned from the mutually destructive economic balkanization during the
inter-war period that contributed to WWII. Unsurprisingly, GATT aimed to "liberalize" international trade through
reducing tariffs, quotas, and other trade barriers. n103 GATT was a great success: international trade increased [*60]
enormously, n104 which allowed once poor countries to trade their way out of abject poverty. n105
As GATT rounds of tariff reduction negotiations continued, conventional trade barriers, such as tariffs and quotas,
declined substantially. n106 At the same time, GATT contracting parties began to enact increasingly domestic
regulations that emphasized the quality of life in areas of environment, human health, and human safety. n107 However,
GATT's "pro-trade" bias, n108 i.e., its staunch commitment to trade liberalization, made it ill-equipped to deal with
these domestic regulatory changes because such welfare regulations inevitably result in trade restrictions, especially in
the highly interdependent world. n109 Uruguay Round negotiations (1986-1994) addressed these new concerns, which
eventually led to the creation of the WTO in 1995.
The launch of the WTO is the second constitutional moment of the modern multilateral trading system. The WTO
has overcome GATT's pro-trade bias by responding more effectively to the aforementioned new challenges. n110 For
instance, "rights" to regulate were explicitly acknowledged in side agreements, such as the Agreement on the
Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures ("SPS") and the [*61] Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
("TBT"). Therefore, the telos of the WTO overcame the narrow anti-protectionist agenda of GATT by embracing a
much broader range of matters relating to "integration" and "sustainable development." n111 Thus, the WTO presents a
more mature approach toward the dual objectives of free trade and regulatory autonomy.
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Despite the advances made by the WTO, it has not been able to improve the economic welfare of poor people and
nations. While certain trading nations, particularly the traditional North and the New Globalizers (e.g., China and India),
have profited from the WTO system, many poor countries have failed to benefit from the multilateral trading system.
n112 Ironically, the global income gap has actually grown faster since the creation of the WTO. n113 Disappointment
over this situation contributed to the collapse of the 1999 WTO Ministerial Meeting in Seattle, n114 and finally led to
the establishment of the "Development Round" in Doha in 2001, which focused on development and poverty issues in
trade negotiations. n115 The Doha Development Round represents the third constitutional moment of the modern
multilateral trading system.
In conclusion, these three constitutional moments collectively constitute the telos of the current global trading
system - a tripartite objective of free trade, adequate regulation and development.
[*62]
B. Investigating Fragmentation: Three Teleological Failures
1. Trade Failure
Under the Vinerian test, an RTA may be justified if effects of trade creation exceed those of trade diversion. In other
words, even though the outside world may suffer in the short-term from trade-diverting effects of an RTA, it "can gain
in the long-run only as the result of the general diffusion of the increased prosperity" of the RTA. n116 However, this
pre-formation presumption which provides the rationale of GATT Article XXIV has been put to test by empirical
studies which focus on post-formation effects of RTAs. Economists generally believe that RTAs are inherently inferior
in trade creation to a multilateral trading system. For instance, Glenn Harrison demonstrated that multilateral trade
liberalization results in significantly larger gains to world trade creation than the network of RTAs. n117 This broad
observation also reverberates in studies on particular RTAs. In analyzing the trade impact of MERCOSUR, Alexander
Yeats noted that because RTA members often trade with each other in goods in which they have little comparative
advantage, RTAs detrimentally impact members and non-members alike. n118 In a similar vein, John Romalis revealed
that while NAFTA augmented North American output and boosted prices in many well-shielded sectors by excluding
non-members' imports, it eventually failed to create a significant welfare effect on non-members. n119
Global welfare loss is even more prominent when RTAs exclude major products from their coverage, such as
agricultural products and textiles. RTAs usually do not address the "tariff peaks" in major products, nor do they usually
adopt a "comprehensive" mode of liberalization of these [*63] products. n120 For instance, while trade creation might
outweigh trade diversion in manufactured products n121 under the E.C., its overall contribution to global welfare is
questionable in the face of the notorious "Common Agricultural Policy" n122 which blatantly shelters European farmers
from foreign competition. Also, under MERCOSUR, "industrial realpolitik" in Argentina and Brazil blocked the
introduction of fully liberalized trade in the auto industry, despite a strong shift to economic liberalization. n123
This trade failure, i.e., global welfare loss due to serious trade diversion and sector specific protectionism, can be
traced back to old RTAs, such as NAFTA and MERCOSUR. However, such trade failure under GATT was more
anecdotal than systemic. It certainly did not lead to serious fragmentation of world trade since the original equilibrium
could be maintained with a relatively small number of RTAs. It is through expansion of pre-existing RTAs and
propagation of countless RTAs under Neo-Regionalism that trade failure has become a persistent pattern and thus begun
to seriously compartmentalize global trade.
Trade failure under Neo-Regionalism is likely to be most prominent in politically sensitive products that have long
been sheltered from foreign competition. For instance, when Turkey formed a customs union with the E.C. in 1996,
Turkey was forced to adopt the E.C.'s common external trade policies, which required Turkey to introduce new quotas
on imports of textiles and clothing products, diverting trade from non-E.C. members. n124 Likewise, on May 1, 2004,
the new Member States of the European Union - Poland, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Hungary,
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Malta, Cyprus, Slovenia and Slovakia - began to apply an E.U. quota on imports of textiles and clothing from certain
countries. n125 The net result from an expansion of a pre-existing RTA, i.e., the European Union, was enormous trade
diversion of potential trade flows from non-member countries to member countries.
More often than not, these sensitive products are also carved out from [*64] the scope of trade liberalization under
RTAs. This frustrating practice of targeted omission has become a hallmark of Neo-Regionalism. The Japan-Singapore
FTA (2003) excluded numerous agricultural and textile products from its reach. n126 Both the U.S.-Australia FTA
(2004) and the Central American Free Trade Agreement ("CAFTA") (2004) do not cover sugar. n127 Omissions have
not been limited to traditional commodities. The Mexico-Japan FTA (2004) left out, inter alia, automobile maintenance
services, business services, construction, entertainment, and telecommunication, in addition to traditional sectors such
as agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and livestock. n128 Such typical proclivity of RTAs toward omitting politically
sensitive sectors and focusing on "less risky" businesses further "cements domestic constituencies" which resist
liberalization and reform, and thus discourage those sectors from being discussed and negotiated in the multilateral
forum. n129 In other words, RTAs not only "failed to crack the hardest nuts" n130 but also further hardened them.
Even if certain products are included in the coverage of RTA, and thus are subject to duty-free access, the
convoluted nature of RTAs' "rules of origin" hinders trade creation - the full materialization of improved market access
from RTAs. Rules of origin refer to domestic regulations that determine the origin of imported products. n131 An RTA
needs rules of origin [*65] from its very nature because preferential tariffs and other treatment are accorded
exclusively to products from member countries (originating goods). Complex rules of origin would not be necessary if
every product was 100% made in a certain country. However, because manufacturing processes are often spread over
multiple nations, it is daunting to attribute a finished good to any one nation. n132
If an RTA has liberal rules of origin, more products are regarded as originating goods and thus entitled to
preferential treatment. However, if an RTA has strict rules of origin, more products are denied preferential treatment in
the regional market. The latter scenario panders to local protectionism while deepening trade diversion. Unfortunately,
recent RTAs follow the latter scenario. For example, the recent Japan-Thailand FTA deal did not resolve acrimony over
rules of origin on Thai food and agricultural products. Thailand, as one of the world's largest tuna canners, wants Thai
tuna can exports to Japan to benefit from low preferential tariffs, while Japan wants to apply those low tariffs only to
those tuna cans made directly out of tuna harvested in Thailand. n133 If the Japan's position prevails, foreign tuna
exports to Thailand will be diverted, and Thailand's tuna canning manufacture may suffer, while Japanese tuna canners
and tuna producers may be protected. Likewise, the Mexico-Japan FTA introduced over 100 pages of new rules of
origin under the title of the "Annex 4 referred to in Chapter 4: Specific Rules of Origin." n134 These labyrinthine rules
cover nearly all the products ranging from food to automobiles.
Beyond protectionism, these voluminous and complicated rules of origin also impose enormous transaction costs
and administrative burdens even to those businesses within the bloc. Although these rules of origin are often "hidden by
a facade of technical and seemingly innocuous details," n135 those devilish details often harass businesses and
overburden the customs offices. n136 For example, many U.S. importers elect not to fill out certificates of NAFTA
origin because of the burdensome paperwork and the fear of [*66] being penalized for filing an improper claim. n137
Instead, these importers volunteer to pay tariffs that ostensibly should not have been levied on the products being
imported. Similarly, despite the existence of duty free access provided by free trade agreements between the European
Union and Eastern European countries, many clothing products made in those countries enter into the European market
under an alternative customs procedure. The main reason for the alternative procedure is the costs and uncertainties in
proving the origins of Eastern European imports. n138 This disarray of rules of origin, which is often dubbed the
"spaghetti bowl," n139 is only exacerbated as more RTAs are added to the landscape of the global marketplace.
Unfortunately, the WTO's response to this trade failure has been mostly ineffective. First of all, although GATT
Article XXIV governs the formation of RTAs via its ostensibly draconian requirements, it has not demonstrated any real
bite, mostly because of its arcane language. Nor has the CRTA been capable of determining the WTO-legality of
individual RTAs brought to the WTO Secretariat for review. No RTA has ever been rejected for violating Article
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XXIV. This "legal vacuum" further invites proliferation of RTAs. n140 Likewise, while the WTO Agreement on Rules
of Origin attempts to harmonize "non-preferential" rules of origin, n141 it does not address "preferential" rules of origin
which structure RTAs. Without any multilateral discipline in administering preferential rules of origin, RTAs can
effectively divert imports from non-member countries by manipulating rules of origin, thereby becoming fortress-like
economic blocs. Given the increased proliferation rate of RTAs, this fortress effect seriously fragments world trade.
Nonetheless, some scholars attempt to rationalize RTAs under the euphemistic banner of "competitive
regionalism." n142 For instance, Fred Bergsten believes that the current U.S. bilateral/regional drive "places [*67]
pressure on non-members of individual free trade agreements to join the group itself or to conclude broader
agreements." n143 This position, no matter how plausible it may sound at first blush, fails to recognize that such
regionalism at the same time deprives WTO members of the incentives and resources required to promote the
multilateral trading system. In particular, trading nations are likely to delay certain liberalization plans, keeping them as
"bargaining chips" for future bilateral/regional deals. n144 Moreover, this competition may pit one bloc against another
and precipitate further economic balkanization. n145 In other words, such a rationalization neglects the "high-risk" of
competitive protectionism, which has already been observed in the reactionary regionalism of East Asia. n146 Even if
we accept that competitive regionalism could lead to competitive trade liberalization in theory, as a practical matter, this
is still unlikely to transpire. According to one study, APEC would require as many as 210 FTAs just to encompass all of
its 21 members' bilateral trading relationships. n147
In sum, without multilateral disciplines, RTAs' "embedded mercantilism," n148 together with their intricate rules of
origin, produce trade-diverting effects vis-a-vis the rest of the world. The myriad of RTAs enacted under
Neo-Regionalism principles, most of which are left unchecked by the multilateral norms, cause trade diversion,
fragment world trade, severely undermine the MFN-based WTO system, and eventually lead to an inefficient allocation
of global resources.
2. Regulatory Failure
The recent RTAs usually contain chapters on social regulations, such as human health, labor, and the environment.
However, these social provisions are often inconsistent with multilateral rules in their regulatory scope and level. n149
For instance, in the area of food safety, RTAs more readily "bow" to individual members' regulatory preferences. n150
Unsurprisingly, the large number of these regional social charters in [*68] different RTAs precipitates global
regulatory morass. Although RTAs may act as regulatory laboratories under certain circumstances, n151 absent a
multilateralizing process, divergent regulations among RTAs may also create regulatory clashes. n152 To wit, a
"subfield consolidation," in which "larger, but still uncoordinated regionalized bumper cars will carom around" the
international arena, dampens prospects of multilateral regulatory convergence. n153 This "regulatory gridlock" under
the web of RTAs complicates any multilateral efforts to establish a consistent and coherent regulatory norm, yet at the
same time has serious implementation problems of its own. n154
A closer examination of social charters in recent RTAs reinforces the fear of this regulatory divergence and/or
regulatory clash. For instance, the U.S.-Jordan FTA includes provisions hinting at a linkage between trade and labor,
n155 which may be inconsistent with the regulatory consensus that the WTO Members have already reached in this
area. At the Singapore Ministerial Conference in 1996, the WTO Members announced that labor issues should be
addressed by the International Labor Organization ("ILO"), and not be abused for protectionist purposes. They
reiterated this position at the Doha Ministerial Conference in 2001. n156 In the area of intellectual property rights, the
U.S.-Jordan FTA explicitly overrides the Trade-Related Aspects Intellectual Property Rights ("TRIPS") by stipulating
that any marketing approval of pharmaceutical products should [*69] conform to the FTA, not the TRIPS. n157
FTA supremacy in this field may undermine the WTO's laboriously reached multilateral regulatory consensus,
considering that WTO Members have adopted a series of special regulations under TRIPS to give the poor better access
to certain pharmaceutical products. n158 RTA "templates," n159 which may be inconsistent with WTO rules and
policies, impede regulatory harmonization through more functionally competent international regulatory agencies (or
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conventions), such as the ILO and numerous Multilateral Environmental Agreements ("MEAs"). Moreover, fragmented
rule-making resulting from RTA templates diverts political capital, public attention, and other negotiating resources
from the multilateral process. n160 Worse, the cost of such diversion is disproportionately borne by poor countries with
little means. n161
Markedly, this regulatory failure can be considered yet another trade failure because regulatory fragmentation or
heterogeneity itself is a trade barrier in the global context. Producers from non-member countries must bear additional
compliance costs when exporting to RTA markets with disparate regulations. n162 More often than not, such regulatory
barriers completely block non-members' market access. For instance, U.S. soybean producers who employ certain
biotechnology skills in their production may not be able to export their products to the European Union because of the
European Union's different regulations on genetically modified foods. n163
[*70] GATT Article XXIV once again fails to remedy this situation. First, since the Article only concerns the
"formation" of RTAs, most social charters and regulations which are created after the formation are therefore outside of
the Article's jurisdiction. n164 Second, even if the Article, in particular paragraph 5, were applied to post-formation
regulations, it would be a daunting, if not impossible, task to "quantify" the precise trade-restrictiveness of these
regional regulatory schemes on an ex ante basis, to determine whether they constitute an undue burden to non-members.
n165 Third, Article XXIV is silent on whether an entire RTA should be void when a regulatory scheme fails to meet the
Article's requirements. n166 The weaknesses of the Article contribute to the proliferation of social charters in RTAs.
In sum, various regional regulatory templates under RTAs often contradict regulatory consensus established in the
multilateral setting. The proliferation of these regulatory templates and resultant regulatory fragmentation also
complicate global regulatory harmonization and thus severely hinders global trade. It is more apt to describe these
titular "WTO-plus" RTAs as having a "WTO-minus" impact on the multilateral trading system. n167 The recent
emergence of "cross-regional" RTAs has only increased the intensity of this fragmentation, which adds yet another layer
of complexity to the existing regulatory heterogeneity. n168
3. Development Failure
The proliferation of RTAs aggravates the developmental disparity of trading nations, including uneven distribution of
benefits from free trade. In general, large regional blocs, such as the European Union, may increase their internal
welfare, but impoverish smaller non-members and widen the [*71] gap between rich and poor countries. n169
According to Ben Zissimos and David Vines, bloc expansion creates a "terms of trade" gain for the bloc members at the
expense of non-members, especially smaller ones. n170 In other words, while members of large blocs can enhance their
economic welfare through a deeper internal integration and resultant economies of scale, smaller non-member
economies' exports to these blocs are continuously threatened by these artificial terms-of-trade gains by large blocs.
Additionally, small, poor trading nations may still suffer even as members of RTAs with large, rich nations. The
"hub and spoke" model provides a powerful tool with which to analyze development failure of North-South RTAs. A
hub (a large, rich country) can enjoy free access to the spokes' (small, poor countries') markets to the benefit of its
export industries, while at the same time benefiting its import industries by providing access to the spokes' cheap raw
materials. n171 However, the spokes cannot benefit in the same way, unless they form a web of RTAs (a "rim")
amongst themselves. n172 Even if the spokes can experience an initial improvement in market access to the hub, such
benefits tend to evaporate when multilateral trade liberalization subsequently lowers trade barriers. n173 Also, the
spokes, not the hub, suffer most welfare loss due to the exclusion of important sectors, such as agriculture, from the
North-South RTAs. n174 Alvin Hilaire and Yongzheng Yang demonstrated that the exclusion of agricultural
liberalization from the U.S.-Chile FTA resulted in substantial welfare loss to Chile, with no major negative impact on
the United States. n175
Dominique van der Mensbrugghe, Richard Newfarmer, and Martha Denisse Pierola confirmed through an
economic model the existence of this developmentally pernicious effect of the recent trend of bilateral deals between
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North and South. n176 Using the Global Trade Analysis Project database, they performed a simulation based on a
hypothesis that all [*72] developing countries would sign bilateral trade agreements with rich countries, such as the
United States, the European Union, Japan, and Canada. n177 The result was truly revealing. While multilateral trade
liberalization would bring developing countries a gain of 109 billion dollars in 2015, bilateral deals with rich countries
would cause them a loss of twenty-two billion dollars in the same year. n178 Moreover, such loss would be
concentrated disproportionately on low income countries (nineteen billion dollars) over middle income countries (2.6
billion dollars). n179
More seriously, however, parties to hub-and-spoke FTAs are vulnerable to exploitation due to an inherent power
disparity between parties. n180 Jagdish Bhagwati once criticized the "FTA-cum-301 selfish hegemon strategy" of the
United States, which positions the United States as a hub that extracts far superior terms from its bilateral FTA spokes.
n181 This selfish hegemony is engineered by the aggressive unilateralism embedded in Section 301, n182 which was
enacted to remedy allegedly unfair trade practices adopted by foreign countries and thus protect commercial interests of
domestic producers. n183 Leftist development theorists might agree with Bhagwati's criticism. The "dependency
theory" casts a gloomy vision over free trade initiatives, such as FTAs. n184 It contends that a "center" (powerful
country) exploits "peripheries" (less powerful trading partners). n185 It was in this context that the World Social Forum
held in Porto Alegre, Brazil in January 2005 sounded a warning of immiserizing effects of these North-South RTAs.
Some participants, including the Africa Trade Network ("ATN"), argued that the ongoing "Economic Partnership
Agreement ("EPA")" negotiations between the European Union and African, Pacific, and Caribbean countries demand
far deeper concessions from the poor than would otherwise be required under the WTO. n186 The [*73] ATN used the
World Social Forum to advance the "Stop EPA Campaign," which it operates along with other non-governmental
organizations ("NGOs") including Oxfam International, Action Aid, and the Third World Network. n187
Recent debates over public health crises vis-a-vis protection of intellectual property rights of pharmaceutical
products have further illustrated the social welfare cost to poor countries inflicted by RTAs mushrooming under
Neo-Regionalism. This hegemonic strategy has generated enormous profits for the pharmaceutical industry, in part by
forcing the poor to pay high prices for drugs. n188 This deplorable phenomenon stems from the RTAs' departure from
the multilateral norms. Although the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
("TRIPS") does protect basic intellectual property rights over various drugs, the TRIPS nonetheless provides certain
exceptions for "compulsory licensing," n189 allowing WTO members to produce generic versions of patented drugs
without consent of the patent holders should members face national health emergencies. n190 Nonetheless, compulsory
licensing is an empty gesture to the world's poorest countries because they have no capability to produce those generics.
n191 Therefore, a new rule had to be created so that the least developed counties are allowed to import generics from
other countries. n192
Despite this need, certain countries have attempted to water down these pro-development commitments through
backdoor deals under RTAs. n193 For instance, in a recent spate of bilateral RTAs the United States has effectively
handed down a five-year shield from generic competition to big pharmaceutical companies by prohibiting generic
producers from using pre-existing safety testing data and instead requiring them to conduct very costly tests themselves
before getting approval. n194 In addition, the U.S.- [*74] Morocco FTA incorporates a controversial "ever-greening"
clause that extends the patent life of existing drugs if there is a "new use" for those drugs. n195 This overprotection of
the pharmaceutical industry beyond TRIPS discourages the production of generic drugs and eventually limits the poor
from accessing these drugs.
In an open letter to USTR, Robert Zoellick, on October 15, 2003 from Doctors without Borders, raised similar
concerns over intellectual property provisions under the CAFTA draft. He argued that these TRIPS-plus provisions
might inflict "needless suffering and death" on patients with HIV/AIDS and other diseases in the region. n196 In the
same line, Paul Hunt, the U.N. Human Rights Rapporteur, has warned that the U.S. bilateral trade talks with Andean
countries might conflict with the United States' international obligations by keeping drug prices unaffordably high for
poor people. n197 The United Nations even implied that the lack of affordability created under bilateral RTAs might
constitute human rights violations. n198 The criticism against these RTAs was intensified when Thailand hosted the
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International AIDS Conference in July 2004. At the conference, reports circulated that the recent U.S-Thailand bilateral
trade negotiations threatened to disband the Thai AIDS program in favor of a TRIPS-plus intellectual property rights
regime. n199 French President Jacque Chirac even labeled such bilateral pressure as "blackmail." n200
However, the United States is not alone in its proclivity for pursuing [*75] TRIPS-plus RTAs with developing
countries. In the recent FTA negotiation with the SACU, the European Free Trade Association ("EFTA") pressured
SACU to accept certain TRIPS-plus provisions on public health. n201 The proposal included measures, such as a
"five-to ten-year data protection period for clinical test data" and "five-year patent extensions to brand-name drugs."
n202 SACU rejected these measures, just as it rejected similar measures from the United States in a separate FTA
negotiation, on the ground that it would jeopardize poor African countries' access to essential medicines. n203
In sum, considering that most recent RTAs follow the foregoing hub-and-spoke model, n204 development failure
under Neo-Regionalism is more alarming than previously perceived.
IV. RESTORING THE EQUILIBRIUM: DEFRAGMENTING WORLD TRADE
A. Defragmentation as Multilateralization
To restore the original equilibrium between globalism and regionalism, the currently fragmented global trading system
should be defragmented. Yet, defragmentation does not mean undoing those RTAs formed under Neo-Regionalism.
Such an option would be neither feasible nor desirable considering the vast political attraction to RTAs as well as their
potential contributions to the multilateral trading system. Therefore, defragmentation should aim to bring back the
original theme of regionalism under GATT, i.e., complementarity. In other words, defragmentation should project
multilateral disciplines to unchecked RTAs so that they can facilitate, not substitute, the multilateral trade and
trade-related activities. This strategy, which may be labeled as "multilateralization," seeks to mend three teleological
failures caused by fragmentation - trade, regulatory, and development failure - by restraining divergent and
discriminatory aspects of RTAs.
The multilateralization strategy includes an institutional approach, [*76] which involves various arrangements
under the WTO, as well as a judicial approach which utilizes the WTO's jurisprudential power.
B. Institutional Defragmentation
1. Open Regionalism
One multilateralization strategy is to sensitize RTAs to the multilateral trading system by breaking their insulating
structure. This "opening" of regionalism begins with the softening of the RTAs' exclusive institutional nature so that
RTAs' activities are better connected to the multilateral domain. n205 The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
("APEC") is a case in point. n206
APEC's most distinguishing feature is its soft institutionalism. n207 APEC did not result from a formal treaty, nor
does it have a formal charter or constitution. n208 It has no formal decision-making apparatus or dispute-settlement
mechanism. n209 Commitments made in APEC are not technically binding and thus cannot be enforced. n210 This
informalism n211 helps ease political standoffs that would have resulted from formal structures. For instance, China,
Hong Kong, and Taiwan have all been able to attend APEC meetings as independent members. n212 In a similar
context, APEC provided the United States and China with a "non-confrontational" forum for various policy discussions
in the "post-Tiananmen" period. n213
Yet, APEC's institutional flexibility has contributed most to its complementarity to the multilateral trading system.
In stark contrast to inward-looking, preferential regional blocs, APEC's inclusive nature creates multilateral space in
which benefits from APEC members' trade and [*77] investment liberalization might be shared by non-members. n214
In the APEC, various voluntary, unilateral liberalization schemes can be experimented among member countries
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("mini-lateralism"). n215 For instance, under APEC, Japan and Singapore vowed to liberalize their telecommunications
markets; Japan allowed an increase in the number of U.S. auto dealerships in Japan; China allowed foreigners to lease
farmland; and Korea opened its construction market to foreigners. n216 Yet, what has been rehearsed in APEC is
eventually liberalized in the multilateral terrain. In this context, a Chinese official once stated that "the WTO is like a
lovely banquet, and APEC is the kitchen where the food is prepared." n217 It was in the same spirit of complementarity
that APEC vigorously advocated the WTO when the success of the UR negotiations and the creation of the WTO were
in doubt. n218
APEC's open regionalism has recently led to its redoubled efforts to help multilateralize the current RTA trend in
East Asia. Based on the firm commitment to an open model, the APEC Business Advisory Council (ABAC) has
reaffirmed APEC's prioritizing of the WTO over the recently proposed Free Trade Area of the Asia Pacific ("FTAAP"),
which would have created another inward-looking bloc. n219 Moreover, in November 2004, APEC Ministers endorsed
the "APEC Best Practices for RTAs," which emphasizes multilateral principles, such as WTO/APEC consistency,
transparency, simple rules of origin, open membership, and periodic [*78] review. n220 To improve transparency,
APEC Ministers also approved a new "Reporting Template" that enables member economies to share information on
their RTAs. n221 The Reporting Template is geared particularly toward open regionalism in that it requires APEC
Members to describe how their RTAs complement their trade liberalization efforts under the WTO, and to state when
they should notify the WTO of their RTAs. n222
Perhaps APEC could go even further by establishing a special task force on trade regionalism that would monitor
RTAs in the APEC region. The guiding principle of such monitoring would be complementarity to the WTO.
Non-binding task force recommendations could help RTA parties adjust their regional trade policies to conform to the
multilateral trading principles. The role of the task force mirrors that of GATT Article XXIV - screening RTAs from a
multilateral standpoint - yet it goes beyond the Article's capability in that it also monitors RTAs' post-formation
activities.
In sum, APEC's experience with open regionalism provides an effective defragmentation model. n223 The APEC
model, characterized by flexibility and openness, can be employed in other RTAs. After a regional rehearsal, trade and
investment liberalization may then be multilateralized on an MFN-basis to non-members. This open, non-discriminatory
model can avoid the welfare costs caused by a closed, discriminatory structure of RTAs, thereby overcoming their trade
failure. In particular, poor non-member countries will enjoy, free from regional exclusivity, more and better access to
foreign markets, which in turn offers one of the best routes to development.
2. Regulatory Convergence
Under the institutional equilibrium between the WTO and RTAs, the latter may function as "test laboratories" n224 in
which members can [*79] experiment with various regulatory standards while not necessarily undermining global
regulatory coherence. However, when this equilibrium is broken, these different regulations tend to create regulatory
clashes between one another. n225 Therefore, multilateralization provides an adequate level of regulatory convergence
so that regulatory diversity remains at a tolerable level.
Multilateral agreements under the WTO system, such as the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade ("TBT")
and the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures ("SPS"), provide ample opportunities to converge different
regional standards in major areas, including human health and safety. Interestingly, however, these agreements have
focused more on harmonizing procedure, rather than substance. Most obligations stipulated in TBT and SPS, such as
transparency, n226 are designed to achieve a "convergence in procedures" rather than a "convergence in particular
regulatory outcomes." n227
Nonetheless, a procedural convergence may not necessarily be translated into a substantive convergence. While
sharing the same procedural disciplines, various standards under RTAs may still diverge in their specific levels of
regulatory protection. To harmonize these levels may be far more burdensome than procedural harmonization under
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TBT or SPS. To eliminate substantive regulatory divergence among RTAs may require launching new harmonization
treaties, which themselves have major shortcomings, such as a tedious negotiation process n228 and vague outcomes.
n229
Yet, soft law, i.e., international standards (guidelines or [*80] recommendations), can overcome these problems to
a considerable degree. International standards feature a more flexible rule-making process than hard law (treaties) due to
their non-binding nature. n230 International standards also provide more concrete regulatory referential points because
epistemic regulators, rather than diplomats, set the standards. n231 Both TBT and SPS expressly require WTO
Members to use international standards as a basis of their regulations. n232 Likewise, both TBT and SPS provide
Members a critical incentive to use international standards, by establishing a rebuttable presumption that regulations
promulgated in accordance with international standards do not pose an obstacle to international trade in violation of
WTO obligations. n233 Furthermore, to encourage trans- [*81] governmental cooperation on harmonization through
international standards, both TBT and SPS co-opt certain international regulatory institutions that serve as shells for
such cooperation, such as the International Organization for Standardization, n234 the International Electrotechnical
Commission n235 and the Codex Alimentarius Commission. n236
Considering that most RTA members are WTO Members at the same time, anchoring their regional regulations to
these international standards achieves an adequate level of regulatory convergence while still retaining enough
regulatory leeway for regional customization. In fact, this multilateralization strategy has already been employed by
certain RTAs in such regulatory areas as "trade facilitation," i.e., simplification and modernization of customs
procedures. These RTAs base their customs regulations on various multilateral rules and standards in this field, such as
the World Customs Organization ("WCO"), Kyoto Convention and the WCO Arusha Declaration. n237 RTAs based on
common multilateral regulatory anchors result in similar regional customs procedure regulations. n238
In a similar context, RTAs can function as regulatory platforms to implement global standards. Recently, the North
American Commission for Environmental Cooperation ("CEC"), which is NAFTA's environmental arm, released a
report titled "Implementing the Global Programme of Action in North America." n239 The report contains
recommendations on how to effectively implement international protocols on environmental protection, such as the
"United Nations Global Programme of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land Based
Activities," ("GPA") in North America. The recommendations came from environmental NGOs that conducted two
pilot projects on this matter. n240 By implementing global environmental standards like GPA in the regional context,
NAFTA can play a critical role in achieving multilateral regulatory goals. APEC can also function as an active
implementation platform for multilateral regulatory norm. For instance, APEC's Sub-Committee on [*82] Standards
and Conformance expressly pursues the "broader adoption of, and alignment with, international standards by APEC
members" in accordance with TBT and SPS. n241 In this line, the Sub-Committee often participates in the TBT meeting
to present its regulatory programs to the multilateral forum. n242
The above-mentioned multilateralization strategies can be labeled as positive harmonization in the sense that
diverse regulations under RTAs are adjusted towards common regulatory references such as international standards.
Yet, defragmentation can also be attained through a negative mode of harmonization, i.e., "mutual recognition." If each
member of an RTA recognizes other members' different regulations as functionally equivalent to its own regulations,
such regulatory difference is no longer a regulatory divergence which fragments their internal trade, but rather an
acceptable regulatory diversity which can coexist with free trade. If the RTA also permits non-members to join such
mutual recognition arrangements and thus a recognition circle is widened, it even further contributes to defragmentation
of global trade. This "open recognition" may be required under GATT Articles I and XXIV n243 as it is under Article
VII of General Agreement on Trade in Services ("GATS"). n244
In sum, potential and actual regulatory fragmentation which proliferating RTAs inflict on the global trading
community can be mitigated, if not fully eradicated, through various multilateralization strategies such as harmonization
and open recognition. Therefore, this regulatory convergence can restore the equilibrium disrupted by fragmentation
introduced by RTAs.
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3. Monitoring and Surveillance of Multilateralization
The foregoing multilateralization strategy, i.e., open regionalism and regulatory convergence, necessitates a certain
mechanism within the WTO, which effectively supervises and monitors RTA activities on a regular basis. However, the
WTO has not inherited any positive institutional tradition [*83] from GATT in this matter. Although "working parties"
were established under the GATT system to examine the compatibility of RTAs with GATT Article XXIV, their
formation and operation was only on an ad hoc basis, and served very little function beyond a mere talk shop. In nearly
all cases, those working parties failed to render clear conclusions on the legality of RTAs under GATT and hence no
legal disciplines. n245 Unfortunately, the current Committee of Regional Trade Agreements ("CRTA") mirrors the poor
performance of GATT working parties. Created under the WTO as a permanent institution with the same mandate as
GATT working parties on RTAs, CRTA's operation has mostly been ineffective. A WTO Panel observed that "the
Committee ... has been unable to finalize reports on any of these examinations. Progress in this regard was slowed, inter
alia, by disagreement among Members on the interpretation of certain elements of those rules relating to RTAs, as well
as on procedural aspects." n246
Facing an impasse under CRTA, the WTO needs a well-functioning RTA monitoring and surveillance mechanism.
The recent World Bank report has also emphasized that more monitoring and exposure of problematic RTAs would
give excluded members the opportunity to challenge them "in the court of public opinion." n247 In this regard, the
Trade Policy Review Mechanism ("TPRM") seems to provide a powerful model. n248 Using peer pressure, TPRM
functions as a surveillance mechanism under which WTO Members discuss the WTO compatibility of a wide spectrum
of Members' trade policies. TPRM also serves as a dispute prevention mechanism by allowing members to discuss
controversial policies before they escalate into full blown disputes. Therefore, WTO Members can monitor and
supervise RTA activities under TPRM in a discursive, rather than confrontational, format.
Admittedly, CRTA is not without any merits despite its prior unsatisfactory operation. CRTA is still a significant
depository of knowledge and information on RTAs. To make the most of its resource while achieving meaningful
multilateral surveillance over RTA activities, a CRTA-TPRM joint forum on RTAs may be conceived under the WTO.
This institutional innovation can enable WTO Members to effectively manage and guide RTA behavior under the
multilateral principles without losing sight of potential merits of RTAs.
[*84]
C. Judicial Defragmentation
1. WTO Tribunal
Institutional defragmentation strategies demand political support for their successful implementation because these
strategies prescribe that WTO Members create and operationalize a certain institutional apparatus. Often, such
institutionalization is accomplished by legislative action in the WTO. Therefore, WTO Members must accumulate and
spend political capital in order to initiate or complete defragmentation projects. This may limit the overall feasibility of
an institutional approach, casting clouds over the Doha Round agenda of "clarifying and improving" disciplines over
RTAs. n249 Should the WTO tribunal (panels and the Appellate Body) play an active role in defragmenting world
trade, especially when Members fail to act for political reasons?
As discussed above, n250 inherent ambiguities of GATT Article XXIV not only failed to render any legal
discipline on the formation of RTAs but also were exploited by regional members to form blocs which would not have
survived otherwise rigorous analyses under the Article. A GATT panel refused to remedy these legal ambiguities
through clear interpretation of Article XXIV, relinquishing its jurisdiction over this issue on the basis of what might be
called the GATT version of the "political question" doctrine. n251 In the panel's view, examination of RTAs was
reserved for contracting parties (GATT Members), not for itself. n252 GATT Members also failed to reach firm
decisions on the legality of RTAs in nearly all cases. n253 More often than not, political stakes were too high to
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condemn a certain RTA from an apolitical, i.e., legal, standpoint.
However, the new WTO system responded to this legal vacuum by explicitly recognizing the role of the dispute
settlement mechanism in investigating GATT Article XXIV issues. Paragraph 12 of the Understanding on the
Interpretation of Article XXIV of the GATT 1994 (Article XXIV Understanding) provides that any issues relating to
GATT Article XXIV, including the GATT-compatibility of an RTA, are [*85] reviewable under the WTO dispute
settlement system. n254 This is a critical delegation by WTO Members to the (quasi-) judicial organ, i.e., the WTO
tribunal, in examining Article XXIV matters. Delegated to adjudicate "any matters arising from the application" of
Article XXIV, the WTO tribunal now shares the RTA jurisdiction with the CRTA, at least concurrently, if not
exclusively. This comprehensive delegation reflects a collective realization by WTO Members themselves regarding
their political inertia over RTA issues. In other words, they tied their political hands to the mast of legalism by
conferring the WTO tribunal an "enhanced role for a self-confident judiciary." n255
This delegated power under the Article XXIV Understanding was exercised for the first time in 1999. In Turkish
Quantitative Restrictions ("Turkish QRs"), India complained of Turkey's imposition of new quotas on India's textile
exports to Turkey. n256 In defense, Turkey claimed that Article XXIV justified its new quotas because those quotas
were necessary to establish a customs union with the European Union. n257 According to Turkey, it was forced to
follow the E.U.'s quota system on India's textile exports in order to bring its customs policies into conformity with those
of the European Union in pursuit of Article XXIV, Paragraph 8. However, the Appellate Body ("AB") ruled that
Turkey's new quota system was not necessary, and thus not justified under Article XXIV, because Turkey could have
pursued other reasonable alternatives, such as a system of certificates of origin, which would allow the European Union
to identify Indian exports that move through Turkey. n258 This system would allow Turkey to enjoy free access to the
European Union as a customs union member without unduly restricting Indian exports to Turkey.
The Turkish QRs case is of great consequence in terms of defragmentation. Critically, the AB anchored its analysis
firmly to the objective and purpose (telos) of RTAs in the WTO system which is stipulated in Paragraphs 4 and 5 of
Article XXIV. The telos permits the [*86] formation of an RTA only to the extent that it facilitates, not restricts, global
trade. n259 This "complementarity" of regionalism to multilateralism checks fragmentation of global trade by
disallowing the introduction of new trade restrictions vis-a-vis non-member countries under the excuse of self-contained
regionalism. This teleological interpretation by the AB pioneered a new way in reviewing trade diversion from a
judicial standpoint regardless of a general compatibility of a specific RTA with Article XXIV. It should be noted that
the AB in the Turkish QRs did not address the compatibility issue itself, which it viewed as an "economic" test. n260
The AB may not be in a good position to conduct such a test. Furthermore, even if it could conduct the test it would be
nearly impossible for the AB to recommend that an RTA should be disassembled when the RTA failed the test.
Therefore, the AB can play a better role in defragmenting global trade by striking down specific trade diversions, such
as new import quotas in this case, than by undertaking a Herculean task of examining a general compatibility of RTAs
with WTO norms.
In sum, the telos of regionalism within the WTO system, i.e., complementarity, is an ultimate criterion of judicial
review on RTA matters. This complementarity provides to RTAs not only the multilateral discipline but also the
"flexibility" n261 under which they can be formed and operate. Thus, complementarity is an indispensable fulcrum with
which the AB can mete out equilibrium between regionalism and multilateralism over specific RTA measures. In this
very context, the AB in Turkish QRs criticized the panel for its failure to pay due attention to the telos in its ruling,
n262 although the AB reached the same conclusion as the panel.
2. Regional Trade Tribunal
Regional trade tribunals can also help avoid fragmentation of global trade by interpreting RTA provisions coherently
with the WTO rules. By doing so, regional trade tribunals operate in the same normative force field as the WTO tribunal
because both tribunals use the common grammar and syntax of free trade. NAFTA panels demonstrated this propitious
possibility a decade ago. In the Tariffication case, n263 the United States accused Canada of violating NAFTA rules
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when Canada increased its tariffs on agricultural products. Canada justified this unusual tariff increase under the
"tariffication" mechanism of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, [*87] which encourages Members to convert
quantitative restrictions, i.e., quotas, into less trade distorting trade barriers, i.e., tariffs. n264 Based on a teleological
and holistic hermeneutics, a NAFTA panel under Chapter 20 unanimously upheld Canada's otherwise technical
violation of NAFTA rules by emphasizing that NAFTA's objective of trade liberalization should accommodate, not
defy, the WTO's tariffication regime. n265
More recently, in the 2005 Softwood Lumber case, n266 a NAFTA binational panel under Chapter 19 struck down
the long-held "zeroing" practice applied by the U.S. Commerce Department in antidumping investigations, on the
ground that the practice was inconsistent with WTO norms. Zeroing refers to a specific methodology in calculating a
general dumping margin for a product in question under which negative individual dumping margins are treated as zero
before aggregating all individual dumping margins. n267 Although a U.S. court has upheld this practice, n268 it has
been severely criticized by foreign trading partners because it inflates dumping margins and thus makes it easier to find
dumping. n269 The WTO AB has already condemned this practice. n270 Invoking the celebrated Charming Betsy
doctrine, n271 the NAFTA panel held that the zeroing practice ran afoul of the U.S. international obligations under the
WTO. n272
These two NAFTA decisions eloquently demonstrate a harmonious hermeneutics exercised by regional trade
tribunals to prevent narrow regional agendas from frustrating the multilateral trading system. Accordingly, regional
trade tribunals can contribute to defragmentation of world trade by interpreting RTA provisions in a way that is
consistent with the WTO rules. To further develop such constructive interpretations, regional trade tribunals might be
permitted to request non-binding "advisory opinions" from the WTO Appellate Body on issues interlacing [*88]
multilateralism and regionalism.
V. CONCLUSION
The global trading system has been severely fragmented by a surge of formation of regional trading blocs. Such
fragmentation short-circuits the MFN-based multilateral trading system, as it did in the interwar era. In its place, it
instills an ethos of hostility n273 which eventually threatens world peace. n274 If the current trend of regionalism grows
unchecked, the global trading community could degenerate into economic balkanization, as such balkanization in the
Thirties begot WWII. Multilateralism must be reinstated, not only for the sake of international trade, but also for the
more profound purpose of global stability. Defragmenting the system requires both institutional and judicial strategies.
Regionalism will retain a place in the global trading system, but it must not compromise the telos of the multilateral
trading system, which encompasses trade liberalization, global regulation, and development. Therefore, any new
configuration of regional trading blocs in the global system should be a federalistic one that guarantees a subtle
constitutional balance between multilateral disciplines and regional flexibility.
As the former WTO Director-General Renato Ruggiero emphasized, regionalism and multilateralism can converge
on the basis of "shared aims and principles," which leads eventually to "one free global market." n275 Defragmenting
world trade is the key to this convergence.
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